The Hoyt Model

Study the Hoyt Sector urban model and complete the following tasks.

1. Add the following labels to the model:
   - Central Business District (CBD)
   - Factories / Industry
   - Low class residential
   - Middle class residential
   - High class residential

2. Write a list of facilities and job opportunities that may exist in the CBD.

3. Explain why the factories and residential areas are located in corridors leading from the CBD.

4. Give reasons why the model is not idea for every city.
1. CBD - red
   Factories/Industry - blue
   Low class residential - green
   Middle class residential - yellow
   High class residential - purple

2. Facilities such as cinemas, transport hubs, shops, theatres, etc. Jobs could include office staff, shop assistants, lawyers, etc.

3. They are located along transport routes, which could include canals, railways and roads.

4. Physical barriers, such as mountains, can restrain a city; out of town shopping areas can distort the model; housing may be located in different areas.